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ABSTRACT

This work examines the life cycle of sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs) from composites of a large

number of events. The events are sampled from idealized general circulation model (GCM) integrations and

form a database of several hundred major, displacement, splitting, and weak vortex events. It is shown that

except for a few details, the generic zonal-mean evolution does not depend on the definition used to detect

SSWs. In all cases, the composites show the stratosphere in a positive annular mode phase prior to the events

and a barotropic response in the stratosphere at onset. There is a clear positive peak in upward Eliassen–Palm

(EP) flux prior to the onset date in the stratosphere and a much weaker peak in the troposphere, making the

evolution more consistent with the picture of the stratosphere acting as a variable filter of tropospheric EP

flux, rather than SSWs being forced by a strong ‘‘burst’’ in the troposphere. When comparing composites of

SSWs from the database with apparent influence at the surface (downward ‘‘propagating’’) to those without

such influence, the only significant differences are a somewhatmore barotropic response at the onset date and

longer persistence in the lower stratosphere after the onset for propagating SSWs. There is no significant

difference in EP flux between propagating and nonpropagating events, and none of the definitions considered

here shows a particular skill in selecting propagating events.

1. Introduction

Sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs) are of major

interest to the scientific community as they play a central

role in stratosphere–troposphere coupling. For example,

they seem to be linked to tropospheric blocking events

(Woollings et al. 2010; Martius et al. 2009) and tropical

dynamics (Kodera 2006; Gómez-Escolar et al. 2014),

and they can induce long periods of negative tropo-

spheric annular mode (AM) phase (Baldwin and

Dunkerton 2001). Especially as a result of the latter,

SSWs are hopeful candidates for seasonal forecasting

(Sigmond et al. 2013; Tripathi et al. 2015).

Automatic detection based on one or more clearly

defined criteria is important in many situations, such as

comparing across many and/or large datasets, model

evaluation, forecasting studies, and large ensemble and/or

long model integrations. However, reliable automatic SSW

detection remains problematic, and even the exact

definition is not unequivocal, as several classification

criteria have been proposed in the literature (Butler

et al. 2015).

Here, one can distinguish, among others, between

major and minor events (Matsuno 1971; Schoeberl

1978; Labitzke 1981; Andrews et al. 1987), displacements

and splitting events (Charlton and Polvani 2007; Mitchell

et al. 2013; Matthewman and Esler 2011; Seviour et al.

2013), strong and weak polar vortex events (Baldwin and

Dunkerton2001; Polvani andWaugh2004;Limpasuvan et al.

2004), or downward-propagating versus nonpropagating

events (Nakagawa andYamazaki 2006; Sigmond et al. 2013).

In this work we argue that in terms of zonal-mean evo-

lution, there is little difference between the events selected

by different definitions, similar to previous studies of re-

analysis data (Coughlin and Gray 2009; Palmeiro et al.

2015). We also show that a strong tropospheric forcing

prior to the event, although part of the life cycle, probably

cannot be seen as the main trigger of SSWs.

Most of the work on sudden warmings is based on

reanalysis products, or comprehensive historical general

circulation model (GCM) simulations. As a result, on the
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order of 20–50 events are typically analyzed and further

separated into smaller subcategories as described above.

Because of the low number of events to analyze in obser-

vational datasets, it is difficult to quantify the differences

between definitions andmake robust statements about the

general properties of a specific group of events.

One way to increase statistical confidence is to con-

centrate on a few events and run GCMs several times

with slightly altered initial conditions, in order to create

large ensembles of the same events with augmented sta-

tistical significance (e.g., Kuroda 2008; Gerber et al. 2009;

Hitchcock and Simpson 2014). The caveat is that even

though ensemble means can be statistically meaningful,

they are still based on a few hand-selected events.

Another strategy is to perform long free-running

model integrations, optionally in perpetual winter (e.g.,

Yoden et al. 1999). However, such studies are limited to

the background climatology of the specific climate model

used, which has been shown to influence the occurrence

of SSWs (Taguchi 2016; Jucker et al. 2014).

The work presented here is complementary to re-

analysis and comprehensive GCM studies, as it explores

another route to producing statistically solid results: it

takes advantage of the simplicity and low computational

cost of idealized GCMs to produce a database of over

1500 events. In addition to very long integrations, the

GCM is run with various stratospheric setups, such that

there are not only a large number of events, but results also

span over a wide variety of stratospheric equilibrium

states. These different states of the stratosphere allow for a

more general view of events, as they can be seen to mimic

the different background states during the cold season

(early, mid-, or late winter), the differences between the

Northern and Southern Hemispheres, and the various

biases in comprehensive GCMs. As a consequence, they

allow us to determine what properties of SSWs are generic

and not specific functions of one given climatology.

This is also of relevance in the ongoing effort of de-

fining one generally accepted definition of SSWs, as it

shows the consequences of selecting events according to

onemethod or another. Any general definition will need

to be applicable not only to reanalysis, but also model

simulations, which might have slightly different clima-

tologies, but are important tools to study basic mecha-

nisms, as shown in the past (e.g., Polvani and Kushner

2002; Kushner and Polvani 2004; Charlton and Polvani

2007; Gerber and Polvani 2009; Hitchcock et al. 2013).

In the next section, the numerical model setup is

discussed, and the autocorrelation time scales of the

model are compared to reanalysis in section 3. Section

4 details the definitions of SSWs applied for this study,

before discussing the composite evolution in section 5.

Section 6 concentrates on the differences between

propagating and nonpropagating events, before con-

cluding in section 7.

2. Numerical model and experiments

The idealized GCM used in this study, Jucker–

Fueglistaler–Vallis stratosphere (JFV-strat), version

1.1.1, is described in detail in Jucker et al. (2014,

hereafter JFV14), and we will only describe it briefly

here. The code is freely available online (Jucker

2015a). It utilizes the spectral dry dynamical core of

the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory’s model

hierarchy, version Riga, forced with the Newtonian

cooling term

Q52(T2T
e
)/t , (1)

where T is the temperature and Te and t are predefined

relaxation temperature and time, respectively. Below

100hPa, Te and t follow those of Held and Suarez (1994,

hereafter HS94) with the addition of a north–south asym-

metric term in the relaxation temperature to mimic solstice

conditions (e.g., Polvani and Kushner 2002):

T trop
e (u)5Tsym

e 1 «(u) sinu , (2)

where u denotes latitude. Furthermore, the amplitude

of the asymmetry « takes on different values in the

Northern (40K) and Southern Hemispheres (10K), as

introduced in Jucker et al. (2013):

«(u)5

�
40K, u$ 0

10K, u, 0
. (3)

The model uses 40 levels up to 7 3 1023 hPa, and we

note that gravity wave drag is included with a crude

Rayleigh damping above 50Pa, exactly as in Polvani and

Kushner (2002). A recent case study by Albers and

Birner (2014) suggests that gravity waves can play an

important role in SSW dynamics by modifying the polar

vortex geometry prior to a given event. Such mecha-

nisms cannot be included with our model.

The stratospheric Te and t are described analytically.

Their exact form is given in JFV14 together with ex-

amples, and we give only a simplified form valid for the

winter hemisphere. The most important difference with

respect to many other Newtonian cooling setups in

idealized models is that both the temperature and re-

laxation times are functions of latitude, height, and po-

tentially time of the year (although this study only uses

perpetual simulations). The main parameters of rele-

vance here are as follows:

d The difference between winter solstice and equinox

temperatures at 10 hPa and 908N, henceforth denoted
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by A, and denoted by A1
NH in JFV14; A is given in

kelvins, and the larger this number is, the colder the

polar night, and the larger themeridional temperature

gradient in the winter hemisphere stratosphere:

T strat
e,winter(u. 0, p,d)5TEQ

e (p)P
T
(u, p)2

A

dp

u
908

ln(p/100 hPa) cos(2pd/365) , (4)

where TEQ
e (p) is a predefined vertical profile at the

equator and PT(u, p) is a fourth-order symmetric

polynomial in latitude u and logarithmic function of

pressure p. In our simulations, dp52ln(100 hPa) and

d5 0 is the day of the year; see Fig. 1b for an example

of Te and Fig. 1c for the definition of A.
d The relaxation time scale in the tropical stratosphere,

which is given as the value (days) at 100 hPa and

denoted tt.
d The relaxation time scale in the polar stratosphere,

which is again given as the value (days) at 100 hPa and

denoted tp.
d These two parameters define the stratospheric re-

laxation time as

t strat(u,p)5 ft
p
1 (t

t
2 t

p
) exp[2(u/308)2]2 5dg

3P
t
(p)1 5d ,

(5)

where Pt(p) is a fourth-order polynomial of lnp with

values of 1 at 100 hPa and 0 at 0.1 hPa. See Fig. 1a for

an example of t.

Figure 1 shows an example of a relaxation time setup of

(tt, tp)5 (40, 20) days (Fig. 1a), a Te setup withA5 0K

(Fig. 1b), and the definition ofA via the difference of the

meridional profile of Te at 1 hPa forA5 0 andA5 20K

(Fig. 1c). In addition to these parameters, another dif-

ference to the setups of JFV14 is that we linearly in-

terpolate between the HS94 troposphere and the JFV14

stratosphere, such that HS94 is used exclusively below

350hPa and JFV14 is used exclusively above 100 hPa.

This is done to avoid abrupt transition from the strato-

sphere to the troposphere at 100hPa.

In addition to the stratospheric parameters A, tt, and

tp, we will also vary the topographic forcing, which is

again exactly as in JFV14, given by a cosine of longitude

with a surface geopotential height F0 of the form

(Reichler et al. 2005; Gerber and Polvani 2009)

F
0
(l,u)5

8><
>:
gh sin2

�
u2u

0

u
1
2u

0

p

�
cos(ml) , u

0
,u,u

1

0, otherwise,

(6)

where l denotes longitude, g the acceleration of gravity,

m the wavenumber of the topography, and h the

‘‘mountain height.’’ Parameters m and h are variable in

this study, whereas u0 5 258N and u1 5 658N are kept

constant.

The variable parameters for this work are then h and

m for orographic forcing andA, tt, and tp for exploring a

multitude of stratospheric setups. The detailed values

for each of these parameters are as in JFV14 and are

given in Table 1. We note here that the number of SSWs

varies between the different setups. This is discussed in

JFV14, with the most important result that there are

generally more SSWs:

d the longer the relaxation time tt,p,
d the higher the topography h, and

FIG. 1. Examples of (a) the relaxation time with (tt, tp) 5 (40, 20) days, (b) the relaxation temperature with A 5 0K, and (c) the

difference between A5 0 and A5 20K at 1 hPa. In (a), we labeled the locations where tt (equator, 100 hPa) and tp (poles, 100 hPa) are

defined. Note that there is a region of linear interpolation between the HS94 troposphere and JFV14 stratosphere between 350 and

100 hPa.
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d the warmer the polar night relaxation temperature

(small A).

As expected, there are only very few SSWs when h5 0

(e.g., Kushner and Polvani 2005). We will, however, use

all of the setups listed in Table 1 for the following

discussions.

For each of the resulting 35 setups, a 2000-day spinup

was followed by a 10 000-day integration period used for

the analysis.We note that 2000 days is a very long spinup

time, and a lot longer than actually needed for themodel

to achieve statistical steady state. Indeed, 500 days

would have been sufficient, but since the number of in-

tegration days is not a limiting factor in this very light-

weight model, we decided to run such long spinup

periods.

3. Autocorrelation time scales

When studying atmospheric variability with a nu-

merical model, it is important to check if the typical time

scales related to internal variability are within an ac-

ceptable range compared to observations. Indeed, fol-

lowing the fluctuation–dissipation argument of Ring and

Plumb (2007) and Gerber et al. (2008b), the autocorre-

lation time scale determines the response of the system

to external perturbation, and a model can be un-

realistically sensitive (or insensitive) to a given forcing

(Chan and Plumb 2009).

Gerber et al. (2008a) have shown that most of the

comprehensive climate models used for the CMIP3 in-

tercomparison have a long-time-scale bias, and a similar

statement is true for the widely used idealized setup of

Polvani and Kushner (2002), as discussed by Gerber and

Polvani (2009, hereafter GP).

Although the tropospheric relaxation time remains

unchanged in all simulations discussed here, stratosphere–

troposphere coupling can have an effect on the charac-

teristic time scale throughout the atmospheric column

when changing the stratospheric setup.We apply the same

analysis of the autocorrelation function of the first EOF of

the geopotential (the annular mode) to compute the

characteristic time scale as described in Gerber et al.

(2008b). We plot the full vertical time-scale profiles in

Fig. 2. For comparison, the profile for a simulation iden-

tical to integration 9 in GP (their ‘‘best’’ configuration),

and ERA-Interim are also plotted. For reanalysis, the

same approach as in Baldwin et al. (2003) and Gerber

et al. (2008a) was used, and the average over the clima-

tological January time scales was performed.

The autocorrelation time scales for the different

simulations generally scale with their respective values

at 100hPa, which is given in the last two columns of

Table 1. The one simulation with very long autocorre-

lation time scales of up to 72 days at 100 hPa is the setup

without any topographic forcing. All other setups have

fairly realistic autocorrelation time scales, spanning

from smaller to larger than reanalysis. Note how the

autocorrelation time scales are generally shorter with

wavenumber-1 (m 5 1, green lines) than with

wavenumber-2 (m 5 2, gray lines) orographic forcing,

TABLE 1. Parameter settings for all setups: h denotes topography

height,A the polar vortex amplitude in Te at 10 hPa with respect to

equinox configuration, and tt and tp low- and high-latitude re-

laxation times, respectively. All setups with h . 0 are run twice,

once with wave-1 (m 5 1) and once with wave-2 (m 5 2) topog-

raphy. (right two columns) The autocorrelation times at 100 hPa

for both topographies (see Fig. 2).

h (km) A (K) tt (days) tp (days) act1 (days) act2 (days)

0 0 40 20 72.3 72.3

1.5 0 40 20 24.9 20.5

3 0 40 20 26.1 41.4

5 0 40 20 17.1 20.5

3 20 40 20 34.5 40.5

3 15 40 20 23.7 39.2

3 10 40 20 21.2 35.7

3 5 40 20 24.6 42.3

3 0 30 20 24.5 33.7

3 0 20 20 44.5 44.0

3 0 10 20 42.4 39.0

3 0 30 10 33.0 33.1

3 0 30 30 25.6 32.7

3 0 30 40 26.4 34.3

3 0 20 30 22.8 40.9

3 0 20 40 23.4 40.0

3 0 40 30 22.4 30.8

3 0 40 40 20.3 35.3

FIG. 2. NAM autocorrelation times for each vertical level (con-

tinuous), compared to ERA-Interim January NAM (red dashed)

and GP (blue dashed). The model autocorrelation times are split

into runs with wave-1 topography (green) and wave-2 topography

(gray). In general, wave-1 topography has shorter time scales. The

very long time scale is for the setup without any topographic

forcing.
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with the former generally closer to the autocorrelation

time scales from reanalysis. While it is very encouraging

that the autocorrelation time scales of this model can be

very similar to reanalysis and represents a major im-

provement to the often used PK model, this work pur-

posefully generates a wide range of setups to find more

general results, while keeping the spread within

reasonable values.

Figure 3 shows the autocorrelation times at 100 hPa,

where they are longest and their spread is largest, as

functions of the model parameters tt, tp, h, and A, in

addition to m 5 1 (blue squares) and m 5 2 (red tri-

angles). The panels show exclusively simulations where

the only changing parameter is the one on the x axis,

with the default parameters set to tt5 40, tp5 20, h5 3,

andA5 0. The gray box in the third panel illustrates the

spread of the complementary experiment—that is, when

only one parameter is fixed and all others change. There

are only very weak dependencies on any of the free

parameters (other than m). Indeed, the large spread of

the gray box shown in the third panel indicates that for

any given value of one parameter, the annular mode

time scale can vary just as much by changing the re-

maining parameters, as it would when changing that one

parameter on the x axis (cf. vertical spread to spread of

triangles and squares). In particular, there is no clear

dependence of the annular mode time scales on the re-

laxation time scales, in agreement with earlier findings

(Charlton-Perez andO’Neill 2010). Thus, other than the

topography wavenumber m, no single parameter has

control over the autocorrelation time scale, and at least

for the range explored here, the relaxation times tt,p do

not translate into the autocorrelation time.

4. SSW definitions

As there are different definitions of SSWs, this study

will utilize three of the most widely used definitions.

First, the so-called WMO criterion (Labitzke 1981),

which defines minor SSWs as events where the 10-hPa

(or below) temperature gradient between 608N and the

North Pole becomes positive. It has become standard to

only consider the pressure surface at 10 hPa, and not

below, and the same is done here. Major events occur

when in addition the zonal-mean zonal wind reverses at

608N and 10 hPa.

Second, one can distinguish between displacements

and splitting events, as in Charlton and Polvani (2007)

and Mitchell et al. (2011). The exact criterion applied

here follows closely Seviour et al. (2013), where dis-

placement and splitting events are determined based

on 2D moment analysis of the 10-hPa geopotential

height field. Note that there is an ambiguity in the lit-

erature relative to the terms ‘‘splitting’’ and ‘‘dis-

placement’’ events: Whereas Charlton and Polvani

(2007) first look for wind reversal at 10 hPa and 608N,

and then distinguish between splitting and displace-

ment events, the approach based on moment analysis

does not impose any condition on the zonal wind.

Therefore, it is possible that an event is classified as

major sudden warming but satisfies neither the splitting

nor displacement criteria defined above. On the other

hand, it is also possible to classify an event as a dis-

placement or splitting event but not as a major sudden

warming. We will denote the displacement events by

‘‘M1’’ and splitting events by ‘‘M2’’ to recall that these

definitions are based on 2D moment analysis. An M1

event occurs if the centroid latitude from moment

analysis of the polar vortex is lower than 688N for more

than 7 days, and an M2 event is defined by an aspect

ratio of 2.4 or larger for at least 7 days. Should both

criteria apply, we attribute the event to the M2 cate-

gory. Note that the threshold for centroid latitude is

slightly higher than the 668N proposed by Seviour et al.

(2013). As these authors note, the choice is somewhat

subjective, and the resulting composites are not sensi-

tive to the exact value. But with a centroid latitude

threshold that is slightly farther poleward, the M1

FIG. 3. Autocorrelation times at 100 hPa in themodel runs as a function of tt, tp, h, andA. Blue squares (m5 1) and red triangles (m5 2)

show a suite of runs where all parameters are kept constant except the one given on the x axis. The very long time scales of the h5 0 run

have been omitted. (right center) The gray box illustrates the autocorrelation time spread of the complementary experiment, where all

parameters except the one given on the x axis are varied. Note how this spread is just as large as the spread when changing any one

parameter. In general, the only parameter that has control over the autocorrelation scale is the topography wavenumber m.
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detection criterion becomes less restrictive and allows

for similar event numbers as the other criteria.

Third, following Baldwin and Dunkerton (2001), a

criterion can be defined based on the (standardized)

annular mode index (i.e., of unit standard deviation, and

subsequently referred to as ‘‘AMI’’), with an SSW oc-

curring when a predefined threshold is exceeded. To

include not only the strongest events, this threshold is set

to 22.0 standard deviations at 10 hPa as in Gerber and

Polvani (2009) and not to an original (extreme) 23.0

standard deviations of Baldwin and Dunkerton (2001).

We will refer to these events as ‘‘weak vortex’’ events in

the following discussion.

For all definitions, the onset dates of two events have

to be separated by at least 20 days to be counted as

different events. Table 2 summarizes the number of

SSWs detected for each definition and for all simula-

tions listed in Table 1 and splits the total number into

events detected form5 1 orm5 2 orographic forcing.

Major, minor, and all distinct (see definition below)

events are almost equally distributed between m 5 1

and m 5 2, and weak vortex event numbers differ by

about 20%. In contrast, 72% of all M1 events are

generated with m 5 1 topography, and 62% of all M2

events come fromm 5 2 simulations. Conversely, 28%

of M1 events come from simulations with wave-2 (m5
2) and 38% of all M2 events from wave-1 (m 5 1) to-

pography.Withm5 1 forcing, theM1/M2 ratio is about

even, suggesting that this setup of the model might be

somewhat closer to observations (Charlton and Polvani

2007; Mitchell et al. 2013). This is similar to section 3

(and in particular Fig. 2), where the m 5 1 setup

showed generally more realistic time scales.

The bottom row of Table 2 gives the number of dis-

tinct events: For a given event, any of the three defini-

tions might yield a different onset date. Comparing the

respective onset dates for all definitions, visual in-

spection showed that the same event can have a spread

of onset dates of 30 days or more. Figure 4 shows one

example of an event where the onset dates vary a lot, but

we still consider this the same event as no sign of re-

covery is visible between the earliest (lag233 days) and

the latest (lag 0 days) definition of the onset date. It is

important to note here that Fig. 4 represents a rare

event, and in general the annular mode index minimizes

within a short interval of the onset for M1/M2 and

major/minor events. Even so, this behavior illustrates why

it is important to have a large-enough sample to construct

meaningful composites.

To get an estimate of the total number of independent

events, we define a global onset date that is independent

of detection criterion as the day of minimum annular

mode index within the separation interval. This onset

date will be used to construct all subsequent composites

and comparisons. In addition, two distinct events have to

be separated by at least 100 days. This is purposefully

chosen to be rather long to make sure the analyzed

events are indeed distinct. Even with this rather re-

strictive choice, 1557 SSWs were detected, giving an

(ensemble) average of 1 SSW every 225 days, similar to

the occurrence rate in reanalysis.

5. SSW evolution

In an attempt to study how much of the evolution of

sudden warmings can be seen as ‘‘generic,’’ we create

composites for major, displacement, splitting, and weak

vortex events. In the composites we do not plot any data

that is not statistically significantly different from zero at

TABLE 2. Number of SSWs detected for each definition and the

total number of distinct events.

Type No. of SSWs m 5 1 m 5 2

Major 872 457 415

Minor 1239 600 639

M1 549 393 156

M2 939 353 586

Weak vortex 1148 520 628

Total distinct (100 days) 1557 771 786

FIG. 4. Illustration of the possible spread between the onset dates

of different SSW definitions. Plotted are the zonal-mean zonal

wind at 608N and 10 hPa (m s21, blue), the annular mode index

AM12.0 (red), and the equivalent polar vortex latitude (fe 2 688)
(8, yellow). The curves are adjusted such that the crossing of the

zero line defines the respective onset date for each definition in-

dividually (M1 for displacement, WMO for major, WVE for weak

vortex event). For this example, the different definitions yield onset

dates of233 (M1),221 (WMO), and 0 (WVE). To compare across

definitions, the global onset date is set to the day of minimum an-

nual mode index, which is at 11 in this example. Note that the

spread is usually on the order of a few days, and we chose an ex-

treme example for illustration purposes here.
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the 5% level according to Student’s t test (i.e., white/not

plotted in all subsequent figures).

a. Detailed evolution

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the annular mode

index as a function of lag and pressure (top row) and the

zonal-mean anomalies of tropopause height (hPa; mid-

dle row) and surface pressure (hPa; bottom row) as

functions of lag and latitude. Here, the tropopause is

defined as the lowest height where the lapse rate reaches

values larger than 22Kkm21. We define ‘‘anomalies’’

as deviations from background climatology of each

simulation; that is, the fields from an event occurring

during simulation n from Table 1 will be compared to

the climatology of that same simulation n, and the

composites are then built from all anomalous fields

across all simulations.

In general, the evolution is very similar for all defini-

tions, suggesting that all definitions capture similar

events. This is in agreement with previous work applying

various definitions to reanalysis (e.g., Palmeiro et al.

2015) or using an objective statistical k-means cluster

technique (Coughlin and Gray 2009). As described

earlier, the model’s autocorrelation times are generally

longer for m 5 2 configurations, and those are also the

setups with more splitting events (similarly with dis-

placements and m 5 1; see Tables 1 and 2). This could

potentially lead to biases in comparing displacement

composites with splitting composites in Figs. 5c and 5d.

However, performing the same composites for m 5 1

and m 5 2 separately yield results very similar to the

composites shown here and do not show slower evolu-

tion for the m 52 cases (not shown). We take this as an

indication that even though the general autocorrelation

times in the model vary as well as the frequency of

SSWs, the evolution of the SSWs (once they happen)

does not differ significantly.

We would like to remark on three further observa-

tions here. First, both the troposphere and stratosphere

are in a positive AMI phase before the onset date. They

are not in a neutral state, suggesting that there might be a

phase before the onset date where the atmosphere is in a

preferential state for an SSW to happen. (This point will be

further examined in the discussion of Fig. 9.)

Second, all annular mode composites show small signs

of propagation into the troposphere, with the weak

vortex and M1 events showing a slightly more nega-

tive annular mode in the troposphere between 20 and

FIG. 5. Lag–pressure composites of (a)–(d) annular mode index, and lag–latitude composites of (e)–(h) zonal-mean anomalous tro-

popause height (hPa) and (i)–(l) anomalous surface pressure (hPa). (a),(e),(i) Major sudden warmings, (b),(f),(j) weak vortex events,

(c),(g),(k)M1 events, and (d),(h),(l)M2 events. Although different in the details, the general evolution is similar for each definition. Black

contour intervals are 0.4 for the annular mode index, 2 hPa for the tropopause, and 1 hPa for surface pressure. Negative contours

are dashed.
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60 days after the onset date. Thus, Figs. 5a–d indicate the

presence of intensified stratosphere–troposphere and

surface coupling after a ‘‘typical’’ SSW. The zonal-mean

surface pressure anomalies (Figs. 5i–l) show a positive

effect in all four composites after the onset date, con-

firming that some effect of SSWs can be expected on the

surface. We will come back to the question of downward

propagation in section 6.

A third observation is that in both surface and tropo-

pause pressure, some indication of a seesaw between high

and low latitudes is present, starting about 10 days before

onset, and persisting at high latitudes for up to 60 days.

The high-latitude tropopause is lower (higher pressure) in

all composites during this period, and low-latitude tro-

popause is higher (lower pressure) during the first 20 days

after onset. This can be understood as an effect of in-

creased meridional overturning circulation, although it is

interesting that the largest low-latitude tropopause

anomalies are not seen in the tropics, but rather around

308N—that is, over the subtropical jet. [Indeed, Fig. 9,

whichwill be discussed inmore detail later, confirms that a

positive residual circulation anomaly builds up around

10 days before onset (brown shading).] This anomaly is

strongest in midlatitudes and matches the above obser-

vations of anomalous tropopause height; anomalous up-

welling (downwelling) in low (high) latitudes as depicted

by stronger streamfunction coincides with anomalously

low (high) tropopause (and surface) pressure.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of the anomalous verti-

cal Eliassen–Palm flux component (EPp; Figs. 6a–d)

and the same quantity but normalized to its standard

deviation (Figs. 5e–h). Both are weighted by the cosine

of latitude and averaged for all latitudes north of 208:

EP
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where the angle brackets denote the time mean, f the

planetary vorticity, u latitude, y meridional wind, and

u potential temperature. Note that these plots are in

pressure coordinates and EPp is in units of hectopascal

meters per squared second, such that negative values of

EPp correspond to upwardwave propagation (i.e., toward

lower pressure), similar to Edmon et al. (1980). With this

definition, the (anomalous) zonal acceleration in the

momentum equation due to the vertical component is

simply the derivative ›p(EPp).

As before, the evolution for all definitions is very

similar. At large negative lags, the upward EP flux is

anomalously weak (purple shading) in the stratosphere

but becomes anomalously strong (brown shading)

around the time the annular mode phase reaches its

maximum (note that again, even though the signal is

weak, these features still are statistically significant).

After this, around 40 days before the onset, there is a

rapid strengthening of anomalous upward EP flux in the

stratosphere. Starting around lags 220 to 210 days, a

clear upward maximum occurs in the troposphere, sim-

ilar to a ‘‘burst’’ in upward EP flux.

This burst should be put into perspective for two

reasons. First, it occurs after upward EP flux in the upper

stratosphere is already anomalously strong and should,

FIG. 6. Lag–pressure composites of (a)–(d) anomalous vertical Eliassen–Palm flux (hPa m s22) and (e)–(h) vertical Eliassen–Palm flux

normalized to standard deviation. Both quantities are averaged between 208 and 908N and negative values correspond to upward wave

propagation (toward lower pressure). (a),(e) Major sudden warmings, (b),(f) weak vortex events, (c),(g) displacement events, and

(d),(h) splitting events. Black contour intervals are 4 hPam s22 and 0.4 for the absolute and normalized vertical Eliassen–Palm flux. Negative

contours are dashed.
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therefore, not be seen as the cause of the SSW. Second,

the troposphere has a large variability in the vertical

component of EP flux, and it is not clear from these

composites whether the observed increase in vertical EP

flux is strong with respect to its local variability. We

therefore normalize the composites by the standard

deviation at each pressure level (Figs. 6e–h). These plots

then suggest that while there is a relatively sudden

maximum of upward EP flux, it is not particularly strong

when compared to general tropospheric variability. We

note that this general observation is true for both total

EP flux and also when considering only planetary waves.

Figure 7 shows the composite of all distinct SSWs (not

separated by definition) for all waves (Fig. 7a), for

planetary waves only (Fig. 7b), and for smaller-scale

waves only (Fig. 7c). Wave activity in the stratosphere is

generally dominated by the largest-scale waves, which

is why the difference between planetary and all waves is

very small in the stratosphere, with only a small contri-

bution from higher wavenumbers at the beginning of

vortex recovery, when very weak zonal winds allow

smaller-scale waves to propagate higher into the

stratosphere. In the troposphere, the main contribution

clearly comes from planetary waves (Fig. 7b), starting

about 10 days before the onset, which is then responsible

for the EP flux peaks in the stratosphere at the onset

date discussed above (Figs. 6e–h).

While the interplay between planetary waves origi-

nating in the troposphere and the changes in refractive

index due to those waves breaking in the stratosphere

certainly is intrinsically linked to the evolution of sudden

warmings, Figs. 6e–h and 7 clearly show that the average

increase in upward EP flux in the troposphere is much

smaller than the local standard deviation. Thismeans that

tropospheric EP flux bursts cannot be the lone initiators

of SSWs, even if considering only planetary-scale waves

(Fig. 7b). Indeed, one can expect many strong tropo-

spheric EP flux events without subsequent SSWs.

We therefore argue that the stratosphere has to play

an active role in the initiation of SSWs and is not simply

reacting passively to tropospheric perturbations. In the

proposedmechanism, the stratosphere has to provide an

environment where perturbations from below are

allowed to propagate upward and are directed in a way

to be more ‘‘efficient’’ in decelerating the polar vortex

when breaking in the stratosphere, and the troposphere

can then be seen as a reservoir of planetary wave activity

rather than the main decisive actor in the evolution.

To explore the behavior of other fields, Figs. 8 and 9

show the composite evolution of anomalous zonal mean

zonal wind and the (anomalous) residual meridional

circulation in addition to the anomalous EP fluxes de-

scribed above.We also encourage the reader to consider

the interactive version of Fig. 8 online (Jucker 2016a) for

deeper understanding. Note that all these figures are

based on composites of all distinct events and not sep-

arated into different definitions.

The anomalous zonal-mean zonal wind evolution is

similar to the annular mode evolution described above,

with stronger positive AM phase corresponding to a

stronger and poleward-shifted polar vortex and vice versa.

The seesaw in tropopause height and surface pressure

seen in Figs. 5e–l is a consequence of the meridional cir-

culation being anomalously weak at large negative lags

(Fig. 9a) and anomalously strong between lag 220 days

and the onset (Figs. 9b–d)—we note here that the com-

posite of Fig. 9d is dominated by the strong response

around the onset, confirming our earlier assumption.

The strengthening of the polar vortex at negative lags

coincides with a sharpening of the potential vorticity

FIG. 7. Anomalous vertical EP flux from (a) all waves, (b) planetary waves (wavenumbers 1–3), and (c) smaller-scale waves

(wavenumbers. 3). Anomalous vertical EP flux is normalized by the respective standard deviation in each panel and averaged from 208 to
908N. This is as in Fig. 6, but now compositing all distinct SSWs. Note that the color scales and contours have been rescaled by a factor of 0.75

compared to Fig. 6. Clearly, increased anomalous vertical EP flux just before the onset date in the troposphere is dominated by planetary

waves. The black contour interval is 0.3 and shading contour interval is 0.15.
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(PV) gradient qu at the vortex edge. Figure 10 shows

anomalous qu averaged between lags 240 to 220 days

(top) and lags 220 to 0 days (bottom), together with

anomalous EP flux vectors, for each SSW detection

method separately. One can clearly see that there is a

sharpening of the PV gradient around 608N before the

appearance of anomalously large EP flux and, in par-

ticular, long before the strong upward flux in the tro-

posphere. This evolution is compatible with the idea of a

‘‘tuning’’ of the stratosphere in a resonant state (Albers

and Birner 2014;Matthewman and Esler 2011; Esler and

Matthewman 2011; Dritschel and McIntyre 2008;

McIntyre 1982): The sharpening of the PV gradient in-

creases the refractive index locally and, therefore, re-

directs the EP fluxes and focuses them toward higher

refractive index, which means onto the edge of the polar

vortex. It matches the observations of Matthewman and

Esler (2011) particularly well, as those authors also ob-

served that the tropospheric influence in triggering an

SSW is much less important than generally thought. It

also supports the idea that while wave forcing from the

troposphere has to be present, the state of the strato-

sphere is the determining factor for the occurrence of

SSWs, and the troposphere merely serves as a reservoir

of the necessary perturbations.

Figure 10 shows that even in terms of local (in

latitude–pressure and time) PV gradient evolution, the

events detected by the different methods behave very

similarly; that is, the PV gradient sharpening appears to

be a general characteristic of SSW evolution. This is

somewhat different to Albers and Birner (2014), who

focused on splitting events when discussing PV gradient

sharpening.

b. Discussion

We now put together all the detailed observations

from Figs. 5 to 10 into a unified description of the zonal-

mean evolution.

FIG. 8. Three-dimensional Hovmöller-like diagram of the composite zonal-mean evolution of major sudden warmings. The views are

from (a) the side, with time from right to left and latitude into the picture plane (North Pole in the close plane, equator in the back); (b) the

front, with latitude from left to right, time decreasing into the picture plane; (c) the top, with time running from right to left, latitude from

top to bottom, and pressure into the picture plane; and (d) a free position, with time running from right back to left front, and latitude from

left back to right front. The pressure is from bottom to top in all panels except (c), where it is in the picture plane. The red and blue

isosurfaces are cut around the onset date for clarity and show anomalous zonal-mean zonal wind, with surface intervals of 2m s21. Clearly

visible is a strengthening and northward propagation (sharpening) of the polar vortex prior to the onset and a strongweakening during and

after the onset. The weakening starts in midlatitudes around 20 days before the onset (northward shift of the polar vortex) and peaks

around 608N at the onset date. The arrows show anomalous Eliassen–Palm flux, scaled to the average EP flux, and are only shownwhere it

is more than 10%higher than average. Color and size are proportional to themagnitude of the anomalous EP flux vectors. It has a positive

component at the surface midlatitudes around 10 days prior to onset (and 30 days after the polar vortex starts to strengthen) and is

maximumaround the onset date in the lower stratosphere. The gray transparent surface shows the tropopause.An interactive html version

can be downloaded at 10.5281/zenodo.46174 (Jucker 2016a). Created with pv_atmos (Jucker 2014).
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There is a strengthening of the polar vortex and a

weakening of upward EP flux in the stratosphere, ac-

companied by a slight decrease in stratospheric Brewer–

Dobson circulation, at lags anywhere between 20 and 60

or more days before the onset date (Figs. 6, 8, and 9). The

anomalous upwardEPfluxes switch sign around the same

time that the positive AM phase reaches its maximum

(Figs. 5a–d and 6). This happens first andmost strongly in

the stratosphere above 10hPa, at lag 230 to 240 days,

and around the same time the meridional PV gradient

starts to sharpen around the polar vortex edge.

Once the upward EP flux increases and the polar

vortex starts to weaken, a process that might be thought

of as a positive feedback appears, with the polar vortex

weakening and the EP flux strengthening more and

more until the onset date, when the feedback is broken

as the zonal wind changes sign, and both the AM and

vertical EP flux anomaly change sign once again, but

much faster this time.

The anomalous tropopause height follows the sign of

the anomalous residual circulation, with a seesaw be-

tween low and high latitudes, and the surface pressure

evolution is consistent with the idea that the tropo-

spheric circulation and surface impact follow from tro-

popause height variations and eddy feedbacks (Lorenz

andDeWeaver 2007; Simpson et al. 2009; Hitchcock and

Simpson 2014; Kidston et al. 2015).

6. Downward propagation

As mentioned in the introduction, a large part of the

interest in SSWs comes from their apparent power to

influence the state of the troposphere for several weeks

or even months, and we will concentrate on this phe-

nomenon in this section. We will call SSWs that show a

change in tropospheric circulation toward negative an-

nular mode phases after the onset date ‘‘propagating’’

SSWs, and all other events will be ‘‘nonpropagating.’’

We will try to find distinct differences between propa-

gating and nonpropagating SSWs and identify recog-

nizable characteristics that allow for a categorization,

and possibly prediction, of each event. However, we will

show here that even though some differences between

propagating and nonpropagating SSWs can be found,

most depend on the exact definition of propagation, and

they do not allow prediction.

There is no clear definition in the literature of when

exactly an SSW is downward propagating. As with the

definition of SSWs themselves, some decision has to be

made as to when to call an event a downward-propagating

FIG. 9. Two-dimensional temporal slices of Fig. 8, with additional averaging performed over 10-day periods. In addition to the

anomalous zonal wind and EP flux depicted in Fig. 8, anomalous residual-mean streamfunction has been added (shaded contours).

Anomalous zonal wind contour interval is 2m s21, with solid (dashed) indicating positive (negative) values, and every second contour is

labeled. Note that here zonal wind anomalies are plotted up to 1 hPa, whereas they are only included up to 10 hPa in Fig. 8. For the

streamfunction (1 3 109 kg s21), positive values (brown) imply clockwise circulation. Note the logarithmic color scale for the stream-

function as indicated by the color bars. TheEP flux arrows are proportional to the anomalousEP flux normalized to climatological EP flux,

and the arrow near 10 hPa and 58N labeled ‘‘2’’ shows a reference length of 2.
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event. Naturally, the idea of propagation of some kind

of signal from the stratosphere into the troposphere

comes from the ‘‘dripping paint’’ plots in Baldwin and

Dunkerton (2001) (and Fig. 5 of this article), showing a

negative phase of annular mode index that appears to

propagate from the stratosphere into the troposphere.

So the definition for propagation here will be based on

the AMI in the troposphere and a certain proximity to

an SSW in time.

a. Absolute threshold

In addition to inducing a negative phase of the annular

mode, we are interested in events that do so for a con-

siderable amount of time. Thus, for a first definition we

perform a time average in the troposphere for separat-

ing purely coincidental days of extreme AMI frommore

persistent periods. Furthermore, to allow the downward

propagation to proceed into the troposphere, a mini-

mum lag should be observed before checking for ex-

treme AMI values.

Based on these considerations, the first analysis ap-

plies the following definition for a propagating SSW:

Definition 1: If the averageAMI at 500hPa between 10 and
40 days after the onset day of an SSW passes below 20.6,
that particular SSW is considered propagating.

We remind the reader that the AMI is normalized to its

standard deviation. The onset day is defined as the first

day the AMI at 10hPa passes below 22.0, and all SSWs

not satisfying definition 1 are considered nonpropagating.

This particular threshold value represents a compromise

between having a considerable number of propagating

SSWs (25% of the 1557 distinct events), while still having

an appreciable effect in the troposphere ( just over half a

standard deviation over 1 month).

It is worth noting that we have also tried a propagation

definition based on the running-mean annular mode

index instead of a time average over a fixed lag period,

but again the qualitative analysis remains the same.

Figure 11 shows the resulting composites. We are now

interested in the differences between propagating and

nonpropagating events, and we therefore test the sta-

tistical significance of the difference between the two,

not the significance of each population compared to

climatology, as done in the previous section. Therefore,

data are only plotted where the propagating composite

is significantly different from the nonpropagating com-

posite at the 95% level according to Student’s t test.

By construction, the annular mode is in a strong

negative phase between lags 10 and 40 days in the

propagating case (left column). There is a small (but

significant) negative phase in the troposphere already

before the onset date, which suggests a tendency of the

troposphere to already be at least close to a negative

phase before the onset of the SSW, and the latter simply

amplifying this tendency. In both cases, the stratosphere

is in a positive AM phase before the onset in the com-

posite, similar to the general results of the previous

FIG. 10. Composites of meridional potential vorticity gradient anomaly (1 3 1025 s21, actual minus climatological) for (left)–(right)

major SSWs, weak vortex events, M1 events, andM2 events (shading, continuous line separates negative and positive anomalies). Arrows

denote the normalized anomalousEP fluxes where statistically significant at the 95% level. A reference vector of length 2 is added near 458
and 110 hPa. (top) A clear steepening of the PV gradient happens already at lags240 to220 days, whereas (bottom) the anomalous EP

fluxes from the troposphere only become large after lag 220 days.
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section, but the nonpropagating SSWs (right column)

are in a significantly stronger positive phase in the lower

stratosphere than the propagating composite. The fact

that the nonpropagating composite shows a slightly

positive AM phase in the troposphere at positive lags

simply reflects the fact that most of the events with

negative AM phase are included in the propagating

composite, and the ensemble mean therefore has a

tendency to be positive.

There is no difference in the evolution of the upward

Eliassen–Palm (EP) flux (Fig. 11, bottom) between the

two composites at negative lags. In particular, there is no

significantly stronger tropospheric burst in the propa-

gating case, which is in agreement with the earlier dis-

cussion of the role of tropospheric perturbations in SSW

triggering. At positive lags, the anomalous downward EP

flux (or positive EPp) in the troposphere for the propa-

gating cases is similar to observations from earlier studies

by Garfinkel et al. (2013) and Simpson et al. (2009), ac-

cording to which eddy–zonal mean flow feedbacks that

are internal to the troposphere are essential to define the

tropospheric response to stratospheric variability.

The clearest differences between propagating and

nonpropagating events are an extended persistence of

negative AMI in the lower stratosphere, a stronger

positive AM phase in the lower stratosphere prior to the

onset for nonpropagating events, and a more barotropic

evolution at the onset for propagating SSWs (the latter

can be inferred from the fact that the propagating AMI

response at the onset is significantly stronger in the

lower stratosphere than the nonpropagating AMI re-

sponse). This is in agreement with earlier studies by

Hitchcock et al. (2013), Hitchcock and Simpson (2014),

and Seviour et al. (2016). Both the more barotropic

nature and the persistence in the lower stratosphere of

propagating SSWs result in a stronger annular mode

anomaly in the lower stratosphere and, in particular,

close to the tropopause. Thus, these events have a

stronger effect in the tropopause region, which allows

for better coupling to the surface (Lorenz and

DeWeaver 2007; Hitchcock and Simpson 2014).

A secondary observation is that the troposphere

seems to be in a preferentially negative annular mode

phase already prior to the onset date, suggesting that at

FIG. 11. (a),(b) Annular mode index and (c),(d) vertical component of the EP flux (hPa m s22) evolution for

(a),(c) propagating and (b),(d) nonpropagating SSWs, as defined using a threshold of average annular mode index at

positive lags (see text for details). Data are only plotted where the difference between the two is statistically sig-

nificant at the 95% level and also significantly different from zero. By construction, AMI is in a negative state

between lags 10 and 40 days in the propagating case. There is virtually no difference in upward EP fluxes at

negative lags.
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least some of the captured events with this definition are

in a negative AM phase in the troposphere in-

dependently of the occurrence of an SSW.

From these observations, one might conclude that the

most prominent difference between propagating and

nonpropagating events is the AMI signal at the onset

and positive lags close to the tropopause, with propa-

gating events showing a stronger and more persistent

negative AMI than nonpropagating events. However,

there is little to no predictive power at negative lags.

b. Relative threshold

A second approach to defining propagation is to con-

sider the relative change in annular mode index in the

troposphere after a sudden warming, as opposed to an

absolute threshold of the annular mode. Figure 12 shows

the distributions of the daily annular mode index at

500hPa 1–80 days prior (blue) and 1–80 days after the

onset date (red). Also shown are the mean m, standard

deviations, and skewness g of the respective distributions.

There is an average shift of the (mean) annularmode index

after the sudden warmings of about 20.1, switching sign

from a slightly positive (negative lags) to a negative mean

value (positive lags). It is interesting that the standard

deviation of the AMI also decreases (from 1.0 to 0.97).

This can be explained in part by the fact that there are

fewer positive extreme events at positive lags, but it is also

evident that although the troposphere is in amore negative

state after suddenwarmings in themean, themost extreme

negative AMI events do not becomemore frequent (there

is little to no difference in PDF below 22.0).

Based on this observation, we define a second crite-

rion for propagation:

Definition 2: The mean annular mode index at 500 hPa
decreases by at least20.1 from before to after the event;
that is,

hAMI(t. 0)i2 hAMI(t, 0)i # DAMI, (8)

where t denotes lag with respect to the onset date, angle

brackets denote the time mean over all positive or

negative lags (here up to 80 days), and DAMI is the

threshold to define propagating events. As stated above,

we use DAMI 5 20.1 as the threshold here. We tried

various threshold values from 20.1 to 21.0 and other

than smaller numbers of propagating events, the quali-

tative results remain the same. This criterion defines 759

events as propagating (49%). We can have a somewhat

more permissive threshold with this definition than the

previous definition, as we know that there was a shift in

AMI around the onset date, whereas before we had to

choose a rather restrictive threshold to be sure to cap-

ture more extreme events.

Figure 13 is equivalent to Fig. 11 but uses the second

definition for propagating events. The composites con-

firm that as found above, at the onset date, the strato-

spheric annular mode signal for propagating events is

stronger below 10hPa and somewhat deeper than for

nonpropagating events. However, there are also im-

portant differences from what we found before. In the

propagating composite, there is now statistically signif-

icant increase in upward EP flux before the onset

(Fig. 13c). It is interesting that there is a clear corre-

spondence between the signs of anomalous upward EP

flux and annular mode index; positive annular mode

shows increased upward EP flux, whereas negative an-

nular mode coincides with decreased upward EP flux.

This is similar to findings of Polvani and Waugh (2004),

but a cause-and-effect relationship cannot be inferred

here. We also note that if we divide the anomalous up-

ward EP flux by its standard deviation as in Fig. 6, this

tropospheric signal all but vanishes.

Even though the propagation definition in (8) has no

condition on a change of sign of the annular mode in-

dex, Fig. 13 indicates that most events do change sign

and evolve from a positive AMI phase to a negative

AMI phase. It is interesting to note that whereas pre-

viously (Fig. 11) we found that nonpropagating events

show a somewhat stronger positive phase of the

stratosphere prior to the onset, we now find that the

stratosphere is in a stronger positive AMI phase prior

to the onset in the propagating composite as compared

FIG. 12. AMI distribution at 500 hPa for all 1557 distinct events,

divided into positive (red) and negative (blue) lags. Also shown are

the values for the mean m, standard variation s, and skewness g for

the two populations. The mean of the population corresponding to

positive lags is more than 0.1 lower (and negative) than the (posi-

tive) mean of the negative lags. The standard deviation of the days

after the event is slightly smaller than before the event, such that

although the mean has shifted from positive to negative, the most

extreme negative events are not more frequent.
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to the nonpropagating composite. This casts doubt on

the robustness of the results before the onset date and

therefore the prospects of predictability, as we

discuss now.

c. Discussion

The two rather different results, particularly the evo-

lution prior to the onset, from applying two different

definitions of propagation into the troposphere show

that it is difficult to find general characteristics of the

phenomenon of ‘‘propagation’’ of sudden stratospheric

warmings. On one hand, it is not obvious how to pre-

cisely define what we mean with propagating events. On

the other hand, our study shows that the resulting

composite evolution depends on the chosen definition,

in particular at negative lags. There are, however, three

more solid results:

d We could not extract any predictive skill at negative

lags. Even though there are statistically significant

signals in our general SSW composites at negative lags

(see previous section), there is no significant differ-

ence between propagating and nonpropagating events

before the onset date. The rather large differences of

the composites in Figs. 11 and 13 at negative lags is

consistent with earlier findings that models have some

skill in predicting propagation if initialized at the on-

set, but there is no predictive skill prior to the event

(e.g., Sigmond et al. 2013).
d Once an event occurs, propagating SSWs consistently

show a stronger signal in lower-stratospheric AMI at

the onset. The negative AMI in the region just above

the tropopause then also persists for a longer time.

Thus, the instantaneous behavior at the tropopause at

the onset can be seen as the most significant difference

between propagating and nonpropagating events, and

the evolution higher up in the stratosphere seems

much less important.
d We observe a strong correspondence between the

AMI and anomalous upward EP flux: there is more

upward EP flux when the AMI is positive, and less if

the AMI is negative. This observation, paired with the

above point, indicates that internal tropospheric eddy

feedbacks are more important than external strato-

spheric forcing in setting the persistence of the annular

mode once an initial perturbation from the strato-

sphere is received at the onset. This is consistent with

previous work concerning the determination of the

FIG. 13. (a),(b) Annular mode index and (c),(d) upward EP flux evolution for (a),(c) propagating and (b),(d)

nonpropagating SSWs, as defined by a negative shift of the annular mode index in (8). Data are only plotted where

the difference between the two is statistically significant at the 5% level and also statistically significantly different

from zero. See text for discussion.
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tropospheric jet latitude by Simpson et al. (2009) and

Garfinkel et al. (2013).

As another way of looking at the problem, it is worth

considering the annular mode PDF, as discussed in

Fig. 12, once more. Figure 14 plots the PDF of the dif-

ference between mean AMI at positive and negative

lags including all SSWs, with negative values meaning a

shift toward lower AMI after the event. In agreement

with Fig. 12, the distribution has a mean around 20.1

and, most importantly, it shows a very Gaussian form;

there is no hint of a bimodal structure. If there was a

distinctive and clearly separate type of SSW that prop-

agates, and one that does not, one would expect a bi-

modal distribution, with one peak corresponding to

propagating events and the second peak representing

nonpropagating events. But Fig. 14 does not allow

identifying two separate peaks in the PDF. Thus,

either a distinct type of SSW that propagates exists but

has a very small average effect on the troposphere (and

can therefore hardly be called propagating), or there

simply is no distinct type of SSWs that propagates. The

Gaussian nature of the distribution rather suggests that

there is only one type of SSWs which sometimes hap-

pens to propagate. It also explains why our results are

not sensitive to the exact choice of the thresholds, as it

captures a smaller or larger portion of the tails, rather

than a distinctive secondary peak of the distribution.

To test whether one of the SSW definitions applied

here is preferentially detecting propagating events, we

split the propagating events according to their respective

detection criterion and compute the conditional proba-

bility of propagation in Table 3—that is, the probability

of propagation, given a certain type of SSW has been

detected. This is different from the percentage of

propagating SSWs that can be attributed to a certain

event type, and it ultimately is the more important

measure in terms of predictive skill. The table repeats in

the first column (all) the total percentage of events

across all definitions for either the absolute (time mean)

or relative thresholds (DAMI). Then, the table gives the

percentage of SSWs that are considered propagating,

given that they are occurring with wave-1 (m 5 1) or

wave-2 (m 5 2) topographic forcing, or detected as

major, weak vortex, M1, or M2 events. Thus, an in-

creased potential for detecting propagating events

would translate into a conditional probability of prop-

agation that is higher than the percentage in the

‘‘all’’ column.

Clearly, none of the detection criteria deviate by a

large amount. In particular, splitting (M2) events are not

more often propagating than the events detected by any

other definition. However, we note that many of the

differences between displacement versus splitting

events found in literature appear in the zonally asym-

metric response at the surface (Mitchell et al. 2013;

Seviour et al. 2016), which is not investigated in the

present work.

The only definition with slightly higher propagation

percentages for both thresholds is the weak vortex def-

inition, which is probably linked to the fact that an event

with a strong annular mode response at 10 hPa is more

likely to also have a strong response below 20hPa and,

thus, to propagate according to our discussion above.

7. Summary and conclusions

With the help of a dry general circulation model

(GCM), a large ensemble of over 1500 independent

sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs) has been in-

vestigated. The model is described in detail in JFV14.

With the ultimate goal of studying the typical life cycle

of a generic SSW, a database of all SSWs occurring in 35

different model setups has been created by varying the

FIG. 14. Distribution of mean shift of AMI between positive and

negative lags. There is no indication of a bimodal structure, giving

support to the idea that there is no structural difference between

propagating and nonpropagating events.

TABLE 3. Conditional probability of propagation for the two

proposed definitions. The thresholds for the AMI values are 20.6

for the time mean (lags 10–40) and20.1 for the DAMI definitions.

The numbers give the probability of an SSW to propagate, given it

is any type (all), any type but forced with wave-1 (wave 2) topog-

raphy [m5 1 (2)], a major sudden warming (major), a weak vortex

event (weak), a displacement event (M1), or a splitting event (M2).

No definition has a clear advantage over the others in predicting

propagation.

Definition

Probability of propagating (%)

All m 5 1 (2) Major Weak M1 M2

Time mean 25 25 (25) 25 29 26 25

DAMI 49 47 (51) 53 55 50 49
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relaxation times of the Newtonian cooling, the strength

of the polar vortex, and orographic forcing. These setups

are purposefully chosen to span over a certain range in

each parameter and to capture various model biases

in comprehensive GCM studies and intraseasonal, in-

terannual, and interhemispheric differences in observations.

In particular, the autocorrelation time scales have

been computed for each setup and it was shown that they

are within the range spanned by reanalysis and com-

prehensive climate models. Here, two observations are

of particular importance: First, the main parameter

impacting the autocorrelation times of the model at-

mosphere is the wavenumber of the surface topography,

and the relaxation time scales of the Newtonian cooling

scheme have only a secondary effect. Simulations with

wave-1 topography generally have a shorter time scale

than wave-2 topography. Second, the autocorrelation

time, although important for general model variability

(Gerber et al. 2008a,b), does not seem to impact the

evolution of single SSWs. Indeed, there is no statistically

significant difference in the evolution of SSWs coming

from model setups with long versus short autocorrela-

tion times.We think this is due to SSWs being strong and

fast internally forced events, which are free to evolve

under the range of time scales explored in this study.

Four definitions for SSWs have been used to detect

SSWs: Major SSWs, defined as events where the tem-

perature gradient between 608 and 908N is inverted at

10 hPa, and which in addition include a complete re-

versal of the zonal-mean zonal wind at 608N and 10hPa

(Labitzke 1981). Another definition is based on the an-

nular mode index (AMI), and an SSW is considered to

happen when the AMI at 10 hPa drops below 22.0

standard deviations (Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001;

Gerber and Polvani 2009). We call these events ‘‘weak

vortex events.’’ Finally, we detected splitting (‘‘M2’’)

and displacement (‘‘M1’’) events, which are based on

two-dimensional moment analysis following Mitchell

et al. (2011) and using the algorithm from Seviour et al.

(2013), with the thresholds of 688N for centroid latitude

and 2.4 for aspect ratio.

Creating composites for each of these definitions

(with several hundreds of events each), the generic

evolution for each of the definitions can be visualized.

There are only small differences between the different

definitions in terms of zonal-mean dynamics, similar to

previous work (Yoden et al. 1999; Coughlin and Gray

2009; Palmeiro et al. 2015), who found a continuum

rather than distinct types of SSWs. Furthermore, if we

compare the composites of the investigated definitions

(Figs. 5 and 6), the differences are very small. Compar-

ing these definitions draws us to the conclusion that the

life cycle of a typical SSW can be described in a generic

sense. However, the differences we found between

downward-propagating SSWs and nonpropagating

SSWs (discussed below) indicate that we might have to

make a distinction, but it would have to be based on the

strength of the event close to the tropopause, and not at

10 hPa where most current definitions are applied. This

result is of relevance to the ongoing effort to harmonize

the SSW definition (Butler et al. 2010), as it seems that

for this type of investigation, where the zonal-mean

large-scale dynamics is the focus, the exact definition

does not matter that much. On the other hand, when

looking more into detail, and in particular zonal asym-

metries, other studies have found important differences

among definitions, mostly between displacements and

splits (e.g., Charlton and Polvani 2007;Matthewman and

Esler 2011; Esler and Matthewman 2011; Mitchell et al.

2013; Seviour et al. 2016).

In the generic evolution created by compositing all

distinct SSWs (Figs. 5–9), the stratosphere is in a positive

annular mode phase before the onset (negative lags),

in a negative phase at positive lags, and in a slightly

positive phase again some 40–50 days after the event.

The evolution in terms of AMI is characterized by a

strong barotropic response in the stratosphere at the

onset, with a tendency to persist as a weaker perturba-

tion in the lower stratosphere and troposphere after the

event. The stratospheric upward EP flux anomalies

show a similarly barotropic increase throughout the

stratosphere, as noted in an earlier study by Dunn-

Sigouin and Shaw (2015) (Fig. 6). The tropopause height

and surface pressure anomalies are synchronous and

show the signature of an increased meridional over-

turning circulation driven by stronger EP flux di-

vergence (Fig. 9).

The often-invoked ‘‘burst’’ of anomalous eddy heat

flux (which is proportional to the vertical component of

Eliassen–Palm flux) propagating from the surface into

the stratosphere prior to the onset date (Polvani and

Waugh 2004; Limpasuvan et al. 2004) is not observed

with the same prominence in this study. Although the

transition from positive to negative annular mode in the

stratosphere is clearly accompanied (and reinforced) by

anomalous upward Eliassen–Palm (EP) flux throughout

the atmospheric column, the upward EP flux signal sig-

nificantly exceeds its standard deviation only in the

stratosphere (Fig. 6). The increased upward EP flux

from the surface that is observed here is dominated by

planetary waves (Fig. 7), but it is considerably smaller

than the local standard deviation. Thus, even though a

strong upward (planetary scale) EP flux at the surface

around 1–2 weeks prior to the onset seems to be an in-

tegral part of SSW evolution, it is not a particularly

strong event and could therefore not be used as a
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predictor for the occurrence of an SSW. This would

explain whyDunn-Sigouin and Shaw (2015) were able to

use a threshold on upward EP flux as the only detection

criterion and detected events that are similar to our

SSWs, as long as it was diagnosed somewhere in the

lower stratosphere.

However, the observations from the present study

suggest that it is not so much an increase in tropospheric

wave activity that initiates an SSW but, rather, the state

of the stratospheric polar vortex that determines the

propagation of existing eddies in the stratosphere. In

this picture, the troposphere merely serves as reservoir

for wave activity, and depending on the state of the polar

vortex, more or less EP flux can propagate into the up-

per stratosphere. Figure 10 clearly shows that the po-

tential vorticity gradient steepens along the vortex edge

long before the appearance of increased upward EP flux

in both the stratosphere and the troposphere.

Concentrating on the question of ‘‘propagation’’ into

the troposphere (i.e., strong troposphere–stratosphere

coupling after the onset of an SSW), two criteria have

been introduced for automatic detection, based on the

AMI at 500 hPa. The first criterion uses the average

AMI between 10 and 40 days after the onset, whereas

the second requires a shift of mean AMI around the

onset date, as determined by comparing the average

AMI before and after the onset date.

At negative lags (i.e., before the event), there is only

little significant difference between the propagating and

the nonpropagating ensembles. Indeed, it is difficult to

find any common features of propagating SSWs as the

composites differ substantially for the two different

criteria applied. This suggests that (at least with this kind

of study) it is impossible to predict whether a potential

SSW happening in the near future could be expected to

propagate or not. This is in line with the findings of

Sigmond et al. (2013), where enhanced seasonal forecast

skill was only found if models are initialized at the onset,

but not before.

At the onset, there is a consistent observation that

propagating events have stronger negative AMI in the

lower stratosphere (see Figs. 11a and 13a), which differs

statistically significantly from the nonpropagating com-

posites. Similar results have been reported in earlier

studies (e.g., Hitchcock and Simpson 2014; Seviour et al.

2016). The same is true for the lower stratosphere at

positive lags, where the propagating events show amuch

more persistent negative phase of the annular mode.

This suggests that if at the onset date the SSW is un-

usually deep, and/or the lower-stratospheric perturba-

tion persists for a longer time, the probability of

sustained negative phase in the troposphere after the

onset date is greater; deep events will affect the

tropopause, which in turn has direct effects on the tro-

posphere, either by affecting the tropopause height

(Lorenz and DeWeaver 2007) and/or tropospheric eddy

feedbacks (Simpson et al. 2009; Kidston et al. 2015).

There is no significant difference in most of the other

variables. In particular, the often-invoked Eliassen–

Palm flux evolution does not allow one to distinguish

between the two, which casts doubt on the idea that the

tropospheric EP flux plays an important part in causing

SSWs to propagate or not. Similar to the discussion of

differences between different SSW definitions and pre-

vious findings (Coughlin and Gray 2009; Palmeiro et al.

2015), there is no indication that one particular defini-

tion preferentially selects propagating events, and the

distribution of tropospheric AMI at positive lags

suggests a continuum rather than a bimodal distribution

with two different kinds (i.e., propagating vs non-

propagating) of SSWs.
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